MEDIA RELEASE
Two Brothers and Two Scooters – ‘Right Around Australia’
Two brothers, united in the one cause, will be leaving Brisbane in June to travel 25,000km
around Australia on their Vespa scooters. In support of their Mother’s brave battle with
cancer the boys have joined forces with the Cure Cancer Australia Foundation to raise
awareness and most importantly funds for cancer research and treatment programs.
“For anyone who has been affected by Cancer, whether themselves or someone else they
care about, the jumble of emotions one goes through when hearing this single word is
enough to stop you in your tracks,” says Ulls and Torsten Baumann.
The Federal Government’s Healthinsite website indicates that Cancer will directly affect 1 in
4 women and 1 in 3 men in the first 75 years of life.
“That’s a statistic we don’t like and don’t want,” says Torsten.
“I want to ensure that everyone has a chance to make a difference, and raising money to aid
the Cure Cancer Australia Foundation is just one way to contribute.”
The boys’ ‘Right Around Australia’ journey will take them to some of the country’s most
remote locations including Shark Bay – WA (Australia’s most western point), Southcape –
Tasmania (the most southern) and Cape York – Queensland (the most northern). No journey
of this magnitude would be complete without a visit to Uluru-Kata Tjuta with the varied
terrains likely to fully test the ever reliable scooters.
“I know it will be an amazing journey and with the scooter not being the fastest vehicle on
earth we will have plenty of time to take in the adventure,” says Torsten.
“As everyone knows scooters are usually more comfortable parked on the footpaths outside
trendy cafes and were never designed for long distance touring, so we have to find some off
road tyres for some of the dirt sections of our journey.”
The ‘Right Around Australia’ experience will see Ulick and Torsten complete a round trip of
the continent from their Brisbane base and back again in 90 days.
For anyone interested in assisting or supporting their fundraising trip please visit their
website or contact Ulls and Torsten direct.
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